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“There is a lot of sophisticated discussion taking place on the development of liquid derivative markets for
staked Ethereum. My understanding is that there would be a protocol at a higher level of abstraction that
validates that you have staked your ether and rewards you with a sETH (staked ETH) token that can be
used to redeem the staked ETH with its associated issuance. When a liquid market develops for sETH, it
will likely approximate the value of ETH due to market arbitrage, just like the price of ClassA and B shares
of an equity. For an institution…having opportunities to liquidate without unstaking the capital, and
receiving yield by keeping it staked, is a dramatic transformation. This converts from a risky, uncertain
asset in the midst of transformation to a glamorous source of potential returns in a matter of
months….more investors will enter to stake Ethereum for systematic yield strategies. A small structural
supply outflow transforms into a large systematic supply outflow. [Staked ether] Liquidity breeds [unstaked
ether] illiquidity. It’s actually quite beautiful.” - page 36 of Ethereum - The Triple Halving1

Addendum to The Triple Halving Report
As with any idea, writing my Triple Halving report caused a lot of ideas to crystallize for me. I’ve
found lots of insights that I hadn’t already seen and begun to form strong opinions on ETH
alternatives, gas markets, and other DeFi debates. There’s an insane amount to write about.
Unfortunately, with the constraints of real life (aka internal medicine residency) catching up to
me in just a few weeks, I won’t be able to write and research all of it very quickly.  I thought I’d at
least release a short piece on my most interesting Ethereum related idea since publishing my
original report.

You can consider this less as a brand new idea, more as an addendum to the original report. My
goal will be to convince you that much much more ether will be staked than is currently
expected. In my report, I wrote that 3% of ETH was staked, 9% locked in DeFi. I argued that
over 30% of Ether would eventually be staked. Today, I’ll argue that the % of market cap staked
will eventually be much, much higher.

What is the implication of this on my price target? Hard to say. The basic structure of my
previous report’s argument was something like this:

1. There will be a major catalyst (Triple halving) so the price of ETH will go up a lot.
2. When price goes up, people will keep buying until price reflects the consensus of

valuation models(30-50k)
3. Supply shock and demand increases will lead it to overshoot to 150k.

With my addendum, I don’t have a new valuation model, so I’m hesitant to change my price
target. What I will say is that a major critique of my report was that $15T is an outlandish market
cap. My retort has always been that the supply illiquidity makes a major move possible with
significantly lower money flows. If I’m right here and more ether is staked than I expected when
writing the original report, even less money flow is necessary to hit my original price target.
Therefore, at the very least, my conviction in my original price target of 150k is higher than ever.

1 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bECqgijhgjdS782AB620gFjK5qx-vA99/view



Recap: The coming supply shock
Total Supply - The total amount in existence. The total supply of crude oil is the amount above
ground + the amount below ground. Bitcoin’s total supply is 21M, including the amount
circulating amongst investors and the amount yet to be mined.

Circulating Supply - The amount being bought and sold. The circulating supply of crude oil
solely refers to the crude oil above ground. Bitcoin’s circulating supply is about 85% of the 21M
total cap, even lower if you acknowledge HODLers as removing bitcoin from circulating supply.

Bitcoin’s current supply dynamic
21M bitcoin will ever exist. ~85% of that is circulating. Every day miners mine more of that
supply and the block reward dilutes the circulating supply but leaves total supply unchanged.
Eventually, the circulating supply of Bitcoin will approach total supply.

HODLing adds an interesting twist. Bitcoin HODLers buy and never sell their bitcoin, removing
more and more from circulating supply. To some unknown degree, this counteracts the dilution
of the block reward. If more Bitcoin is purchased and HODLd than the block reward sold by
miners, circulating supply of Bitcoin could actually decrease.

I believe circulating supply is the key determinant of price, not total supply. This is why the price
of crude oil goes down when production surges - sure the total amount of crude oil in the earth
hasn’t changed, but circulating supply has increased when demand stayed constant. This is true
for any commodity and is why stock to flow is a relevant metric. By this argument, bitcoin’s block
reward is a net depressant on price and the halving of the block reward acts as a catalyst to
increase price. Similarly, Bitcoin HODLing is a tailwind on price because the run-rate demand for
Bitcoin must be concentrated into a smaller and smaller circulating supply. As an analogy, if I
bought and stored a high enough % of the crude oil in the world, the world’s demand for crude
oil would be concentrated on a smaller circulating supply which would squeeze price higher.
These dynamics are things major producers like OPEC take very seriously for oil, and I think
they have a huge impact on the price of Bitcoin as well.

Ethereum’s current supply dynamic
With Ether, we have a different dynamic. Since supply is not hard capped and the block reward
does not reduce with halving events, circulating supply of Ether actually equals total supply. This
means that like Bitcoin, miner block rewards dilute circulating supply. However, unlike Bitcoin,
ethereum block rewards also dilute total supply.

Ethereum has not had a halving, so the net depressant effect of the block reward’s dilution of
circulating supply has always persisted. Also, Ethereum arguably has a much smaller and



younger HODLing culture than Bitcoin, so any counteracting effects that HODLing might have
haven’t really been seen in Ethereum’s price action to date.

EIP1559’s effect on Ethereum’s Supply
After EIP1559, Ethereum’s fee burn will outpace its block reward issuance to the tune of ~2%
deflation per year. Ethereum’s circulating supply will reduce 2% annually. Since Ethereum’s
circulating supply equals its total supply, this means Ethereum will have an effective hard cap, at
~120M ETH.

There are 2 HUGE differences from Bitcoin’s hard cap

1. Ethereum’s hard cap will reduce. After hitting a peak supply of 120M, ETH’s supply will
reduce 2% annually, hence the phrase “ETH is ultra-sound money.”

2. Ethereum’s circulating supply = Total supply, which means deflation will cause circulating
supply to reduce as well. Note that even with Bitcoin’s hard cap, Bitcoin’s circulating
supply is constantly increasing.

If you agree that circulating supply is the key determinant to price, then the fact that Ethereum’s
circulating supply will begin reducing, given that all previous price action of BTC has been in the
context of circulating supply increasing, is incredibly bullish.

Proof of Stake’s effect on Ethereum’s Supply
As I mentioned with Bitcoin, HODLing is a twist to this circulating supply-total supply dynamic
because the choice to hold and never sell removes assets from circulating supply, analogous to
any commodity squeeze2. In my report, I argue that Ether will have a similar dynamic via
staking. In this case, rather than culturally enforced HODLing from BTC maximalists, ETH will
have economically incentivized HODLing from the staking yield and DeFi yield. As of publication
of my report, 12% of ETH had been locked out of circulating supply (3% staking, 9% DeFi), and
I projected that more than 30% would get locked out of circulating supply.

To recap: Bitcoin’s price action to date reflects a fixed total supply with a gradually increasing
circulating supply. Ethereum’s price action to date reflects a gradually increasing total and
circulating supply. Bitcoin will remain unchanged in the future. Ethereum will have a decreasing
total and circulating supply. This is the squeeze.

2 I’m literally looking at this dynamic right now in uranium with the release of the Sprott trust.
Many investors are expecting the trust to cause a squeeze in the price of spot uranium because
investors will accumulate huge amounts of uranium through the trust, leaving very little for
nuclear reactors, causing prices to spike. I believe the same dynamic is at play here with
Ethereum and Bitcoin.



As you can imagine, while the 2% deflation is nice, the biggest short-term catalyst is the % of
circulating supply moved out of circulation into staking and DeFi. This is why in my report I was
so bullish, and I projected at the time that 30% of market cap would make this move.

I covered all of that in my report, but the biggest change is I now see a route towards much,
much higher amounts of ether getting staked than I expected before. I think eventually, as the
network matures, we’ll see nearly all of the ether staked, and I think the majority of this staking
will happen much, much faster than people think.

An Introduction to Staking Derivatives

What are staking derivatives?
Ether that is staked in a validator acts to secure the ethereum network and validate
transactions. In return, the holders of this ether receive the staking yield. There is, however, one
downside - if you put your Ether in a staking node, what if you want to sell it?

Staking derivatives are a market for staked Ether that provide this liquidity. Here’s how this
might work in principle:

1. I have 100 ETH and I give it to the staking service to stake.
2. The staking service issues 100 new tokens, stETH, and gives them to me.
3. When I want to monetize, I sell my stETH for USDC and have cashed out my position.

What is stETH?

Each stETH is backed by 1 ETH that is in the staking service’s validator node. If I need my ETH
back, I can redeem my ETH by giving the staking service my stETH. Each stETH is also entitled
to a portion of the staking yield from the node. In other words, stETH is ETH plus a dividend.

Why is stETH useful?

First, stETH is an easy way for me (retail investor) to stake my Ether with someone
professionally capable of running a validator node and managing the risks of that safely.

Second, stETH is an easy way for me to be able to capture the dividend yield associated with
staking without giving up liquidity. If I stake my ETH and the price does run up to $150,000, it
would be frustrating to not be able to monetize that at all. If I stake my ETH and get stETH
though, I can sell my stETH to monetize just like I would with my unstaked ETH.

Third, stETH is its own token. That means it, like ordinary ETH, can earn even more yield
through DeFi products that lend it out or use it to create liquidity for traders. This can seem kind



of ridiculous, but check out these tweets by James Wang below for examples of how this is
already being done.



Aside: Ponzi Scheme…or value being unlocked?

If you believe ETH is worthless then this entire system of lending on staking derivatives is
indeed just a big ponzi scheme built in on itself.

If, however, you believe that ETH is incredibly valuable as a claim on Ethereum’s scarce and
highly secure Layer 1 blockspace, then something entirely different is happening. What you are
seeing here is DeFi is doing what it does best - it’s pulling out all the value that normally accrues
to WallStreet in traditional finance and it’s giving it to ordinary traders.

While ‘rewards from a liquidity pool’ might seem like pulling money out of thin air, those rewards
do exist in traditional finance. You’re just not used to seeing retail investors get those profits.
They are the profit margins of market makers and HFT funds who provide liquidity to centralized
markets! The strange new thing here in my opinion is NOT that these yields exist. The strange
new thing is that these yields are going to regular investors instead of WallStreet.

This dynamic exists in a lot of DeFi products. The yield going to Uniswap LPs is just market
maker profit margins going to retail. When I tweeted3 about Ethereum providing competition to
credit card providers like Visa and MasterCard, that cost competitiveness is moving fees that
would have gone to Visa into the hands of small businesses.

If you believe in DeFi, this kind of thing is not magic money - it’s just DeFi products unlocking
value from gatekeepers to consumers through decentralization. Pretty mind blowing.

One last note - obviously not ALL of the yields are coming from genuine value being unlocked.
If, for instance, you use a product that gets yields almost entirely from selling margin to traders
who buy crypto with leverage, there is a self-feeding loop there that will pop when DeFi demand
declines (causing DeFi leverage demand to decline, causing yields on those products to
decline). However, some of this - like liquidity pools, competition with credit cards, etc - is
genuine value being unlocked that would ordinarily not go to retail, and that’s really important if
you’re in the “crypto is changing the world” camp.

Staking Services already exist

Lido Finance4 is the example I’m most familiar with here (h/t to James Wang for pointing this out
to me). Here are a few screenshots from Lido’s website explaining5 6 their service.

6 https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/article/liquid-staking-and-its-benefits-a-deep-dive-by-lido
5 https://coinmarketcap.com/alexandria/article/how-to-stake-ethereum-with-lido
4 https://stake.lido.fi/
3 https://twitter.com/SquishChaos/status/1397779863537426432



However, stETH won’t just be limited to Lido. Here’s a screenshot
from Coinbase’s staking waitlist. Notice the last sentence says
“we plan to give everyone a way to trade staked ETH.” Coinbase
will be introducing their own staking derivative soon enough.



In principle, the biggest risk of a staking derivative
that you don’t get from owning Ether itself is the
custody provider. If Lido really screws things up, there
is a risk that this could compromise the value of your
ether. However, I believe this will be mitigated in the
long-term as more staking services emerge for 2
reasons:

1. The most competitive staking service will by
definition be the one that takes the lowest cut
of fees and offers the highest quality security
guarantee. Fees can only go so low, so the
competition will quickly migrate to quality.

2. This is DeFi for pete sakes. There will
absolutely be a staked ETH composite token
created by some entrepreneurial soul. It will be an stETH token backed by an index of
different stETH tokens, one from each service. In this way, custody risk is diversified
amongst several different staking services and risk is substantially mitigated.

All the ether will be staked

My original estimate that 30% would be staked
A lot of thoughtful critique of my report came in the form of an appropriate discount rate - how
do we value the cash flows from staked ETH? The DCF model7 published by Ryan Berckmans
and Vivek Raman used a 12% discount rate, and I argued that was too aggressive. Ultimately
this is interesting because the point at which ETH staking yields ultimately settle down
determines the amount of ETH staked8.

Staking Chart including Fees (source: Justin Drake9)

As I wrote in my report, if yields including fees settle at 7%, Justin Drake’s model shows that this
would involve 15M ETH staked. This would represent 12.5% of ETH staked. With today’s 9% of
market cap in DeFi, that’s 20+% of market cap locked. If ETH locked in DeFi expands, we could
see 30% of ETH locked out of circulating supply.

9https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1FslqTnECKvi7_l4x6lbyRhNtzW9f6CVEzwDf04zprfA/edit#gid=0
8 https://docs.ethhub.io/ethereum-roadmap/ethereum-2.0/eth-2.0-economics/
7 https://ethereumcashflow.com/



But what happens if yields settle lower than 7%?

Staking yields below 1.8% represent a 90% supply shock
Check out the issuance schedule again. This time I’m linking to the original from EthHub.

Staking Economics (source:EthHub10)

Notice that the amount of ETH staked changes quite a bit if yields go lower than 7%. According
to this source, if staking yields without fees hit 1.8%, we would see 100M ETH staked. That’s
83% of ETH moving out of circulating supply. Again that’s an underestimate because the above
estimate of yield doesn’t include fees accruing to validators and the 83% doesn’t include ETH
locked in DeFi. Currently ~8% of market cap is locked in DeFi11, so that would be at least 91%
locked out of circulating supply.  Note that there could be some cannabilization - some of the
ETH currently being lended in DeFi could be replaced by stETH lending in DeFi, but it’s still a
tremendous amount of supply being removed from circulation.

The implication is clear. If I can convince you that staking yields will go below 2%, the
logical implication is that over 90% of Ether will be locked out of circulating supply.

11 https://defipulse.com/

10 https://docs.ethhub.io/ethereum-roadmap/ethereum-2.0/eth-2.0-economics/



Staked ETH Arbitrage as staking pressure
There are likely many different ways to arbitrage staked ether, but here are the 2 main ways I
have considered that Ethereum staking yield will be arbitraged.

The Futures Approach: Long ETH underlying, Short ETH futures

1. Buy ETH.
2. Short ETH futures.
3. Stake your ETH.
4. Capture your yield

Under this construction you should have 0 risk exposure to ETH. Your main risk is borrowing
costs for the short position which is offset by the ETH staking yield. As long as staking yields are
higher than borrowing costs, you have a free income stream. Funds could go further by buying
put options representing the right to sell future staking yield at current market prices. This would
lock in the USD value of the staking yield, and if they know the borrowing costs, make this a
very low risk trade.

A few notes:

1. If staking yields are at 7%, this trade is a no-brainer. Therefore, I can only assume funds
will keep staking until yields are below 7%.

2. This method is nice for big funds because you don’t have to trust 1 provider like Lido.
You can figure out your own approach to staking optimally or stake with a diversified
group of staking providers. If a big fund gets into this, they might prefer that.

This on its own, however, isn’t enough to conclude all the Ether will be staked because if
enough ether is staked, funds will begin closing their short positions and unstaking their ether to
sell. The key to why all the Ether will be staked is the staking derivatives.

stETH Arbitrage

To start, it’s important to note that the fair value of stETH in a rational market place must be
higher than 1ETH. I mention this in my original report12, “The key insight here is that staked
Ethereum, because it provides a cash flow, should be worth more than unstaked Ethereum.”

Think about it. 1 stETH is redeemable for the ETH underlying it as well as the cash flows from
the staking yield. That means the fair value of stETH is 1ETH + the value of that cash flow. We
can speculate on how that cash flow should be appropriately valued, but that’s less important
than the obvious next step - the arbitrage.

12 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bECqgijhgjdS782AB620gFjK5qx-vA99/view



Scenario 1: price of 1 stETH is higher than 1 ETH

Again, after the merge, 1 ETH is the rational floor for stETH because stETH is redeemable for
1ETH and carries with it an ETH denominated cash flow. As a result, stETH should always trade
at least at 1 ETH, and likely higher.

As of today, staked ETH on Lido yields a 5.9% APR13. This means 1 stETH will earn 0.059 ETH
per year. If 1 stETH were priced at 1.18 ETH, stETH would have a P/E ratio of 20, or a 5%
earnings yield. This will obviously change with the staking yield on Lido which will change quite
a bit after the merge, but it demonstrates how stETH could reasonably be priced higher than
ETH.

The arbitrage trade: buy 1 ETH. Put it into Lido and mint 1 stETH. Sell that stETH for more
than 1 ETH for a quick return. Rinse and repeat ad infinitum.

The limiting factors to the arbitrage are 1) gas fees - which act as friction to the trade, and 2)
Lido’s staking yield. I will cover these later, but for now you can see how as long as there is a
premium of stETH over ETH, a lot of ETH will get staked - and fast. This doesn’t require a big
fund in order to pull off, any retail trader can do this arbitrage themselves. More importantly, the
ETH doesn’t need to have a 7% staking yield for this to happen. As long as there is a premium
of stETH over ETH that is larger than the gas fees to do the trade, the arbitrage opportunity
remains.

Because this arbitrage is so easy to deploy, I would expect the stETH to ETH premium will
never be too high. It is likely that algorithms will be deployed to automatically deploy this trade
whenever stETH is priced higher than ETH after subtracting the gas fees involved. As L2s make
gas fees cheaper and cheaper, this trade becomes profitable at a lower and lower staking yield.
Such an algorithm would automatically send a river of ETH to staking services to be staked and
provide liquidity in the staking derivative market.

13 https://stake.lido.fi/



Scenario 2: price of stETH is lower than ETH

However, as you can see in the chart above, the price of stETH is not higher than ETH. In fact
historically it has traded below the price of ETH much more frequently than above it. Why?

The arbitrage to force stETH to be higher than ETH is simple. Buy stETH and short ETH.
Redeem your stETH for ETH and cover the short for a profit. However, this isn’t possible yet as
staked ETH cannot be retrieved from the deposit contract before ETH2.0 has been deployed.

Before the merge, staked ETH cannot be unstaked. Without the ability to redeem stETH, there
is no way to force the price of ETH back up, so going long stETH and short ETH to arbitrage the
spread is more risky - the market could stay irrational longer than you stay solvent. As a result,
the price of stETH is very frequently lower than the price of ETH. This will change after the
merge to Proof of Stake.

Right now, the only way for this disparity to be corrected is for a massive amount of buying of
stETH to occur. This would be entirely rational. If stETH is lower than ETH, everyone who owns
ETH as a long term investment is being irrational in not move their ETH to stETH and increasing
their ETH purchasing power. The argument here is similar to that of buying the Ethereum
Grayscale Trust whenever its price drops below NAV. You’re getting the asset you want at a
lower than market price. However, in reality we see trusts go below NAV quite often. After the
merge, when arbitraging this spread is easier, this will change. With yields much higher the
rational market premium of stETH to ETH will be much higher and with stETH redeemable, any
corrections below 1 ETH will be arbed away swiftly.

An analogy here would be the Ethereum Grayscale trust. Sure, every now and then the price of
the trust will go below NAV, but ultimately it should mean revert to NAV because each share of



the trust represents the underlying Ethereum. stETH is even more blatant - the price should
mean revert to NAV because you can actually cash out the arbitrage. If stETH is selling for 0.9
ETH, you can buy it and redeem 1ETH, making a quick buck along the way. Moreover, if you
buy stETH for 0.9ETH and you choose not to sell it, you will be due a staking reward in ETH.
That staking reward is unaffected by the price of stETH falling, so when stETH falls the yield on
stETH will rise like the yield on any traditional asset.

Even so, it’s much easier to envision stETH being irrationally below ETH than above it. If the
price of ETH gets anywhere near 150k as I believe it will, many people will likely monetize by
selling their stETH without paying much attention to the discount to NAV. They may not care if
they’re not getting the rational market premium, so we could see short term dislocations.
However, in the long run stETH will remain above ETH because if it does not, buyers can get
the ETH cash flow for free by trading their ETH for stETH.

An opportunity in crash scenarios

Even with the redemption arbitrage trade, I expect stETH could drop below 1 ETH in a major
selloff event. This would be especially true if massive ETH holders need to liquidate their staked
ETH - people may not pay attention to the degree of discount of NAV in their rush to monetize.
In this sort of scenario, there is an opportunity. I’d take my ETH and buy stETH at a discount.
Price would likely resolve itself and I could trade it back, but if not I could always redeem for
1ETH per stETH.  If TradingView is to be believed, stETH has gotten as low as 0.82ETH in the
past, so this could be a nice way to make a quick buck in a crash situation if you plan to just
hold ETH long term through the volatility.

What’s the Catch?

When the arbitrage ends

If stETH is worth more than 1 ETH, and this enables an arbitrage where ETH is used to mint
stETH and sold for more than 1 ETH….when does the trade end? Wouldn’t this just go on
forever? Not so fast.

The more ETH that is staked, the lower yields will go. The lower yields go, the less of a premium
stETH demands over ETH. This trade becomes not worth puting on if the gas fees involved in
trading my stETH for ETH are more expensive than the stETH to ETH premium.

This is a bit twisted though. If gas fees explode, yields go up and more ETH is staked.
Paradoxically, however, if scaling solutions work and fees crash, the trade is feasible at lower
yields than they would be otherwise and more ETH will be staked that way too. What gives?
Ultimately at any given level of gas fees, there should be some equilibrium yield where the
stETH to ETH premium is equivalent to the fees required to arbitrage that premium. As you
might imagine, this yield will likely be far, far below the 7% I used in my report’s assumption. As



a result, far more ETH will be staked than I had expected.

The Validator Queue

It is incredibly important at this point to introduce the validator queue. It turns out that all ETH
cannot be staked simultaneously. There is a limit to ~900 new validators that can be added per
day. With each validator having 32 ETH, that’s about 28,800 ETH that can be staked per day.
You can see the Ethereum validator statistics14 below: currently 9257 validators are in line,
representing about 10 days of a wait to stake Ether.

In my view, this validator queue will likely become years long before this is over. People have
asked why you would deposit your Ether in the deposit contract now, rather than wait until after
the merge when staking is derisked? This is why. If staking yields initially are 25+%, none of that
will accrue to you if your Ether must wait 3 years in a queue to be staked.

14 https://eth2-validator-queue.web.app/index.html



But how does something like Lido work? My understanding is that when you stake your Ether
with lido, they give you stETH and put your ETH in the staking queue. Then, whenever they
receive a staking reward, they split that equally amongst all of the stETH. That means that when
all of the Ether in Lido has been staked, the yield of stETH will equal the staking yield. However,
when the staking queue is incredibly long, the yield of stETH may be only a fraction of the
overall staking yield. This is important because it means while we will see an initial spike in
staked Ether, the full 80+% staked may not occur immediately. Instead, we should see 80% of
Ether minted as staking derivatives far before all the Ether actually gets through the validator
queue.

Exactly how much will be staked?
This will ultimately be a function of staking yield. In theory you should be able to estimate yield
with a projection of fees, therefore estimating what yields to staking derivatives will be. You
could use that to estimate the amount of arbitrage that could be done before yield-gas spread is
too thin, and that would provide an estimate of the final amount staked. I don’t have the time to
do this myself, and I’m not sure I could forecast gas fees comfortably even if I did, but suffice to
say that it will be a lot. 80% or 90%? I don’t know, but eventually staking yields will converge on
0% and fees should grow over time as the Ethereum network gains value.

As mentioned in the previous section, we won’t see 80-90% in the short term because of the
validator queue limits. If 900 validators can be added per day, and there are 32 ETH per
validator, then 10.5M ETH can be staked per year. This is about 9% of supply that can be
staked per year with the validator queue limitation. However, there is no limit to the minting of
new stETH to get in line. In all likelihood, we’ll see stETH outnumber actual staked ETH by a
large margin. If this is a 3 to 1 ratio, it would get us to 27% of ETH removed from circulation. At
a 5 to 1 ratio we’re over 45%. Moreover, none of this accounts for lending ETH in DeFi which
can be expected to grow and remove more Ether from circulation.

Risks
1. Risks of staking with Lido (https://stake.lido.fi/ - check out the “risks” section of their

FAQ). Ultimately, these risks can be mitigated by diversifying amongst staking providers,
but most of the risks will be common amongst them.

2. If staking yields aren’t high enough, there won’t be a premium for stETH to arbitrage by
staking.

3. If stETH crashes below 1ETH too frequently there will be massive redemptions which
involves unstaking ETH.

4. If ETH blockspace is less valuable, gas will be less valuable, and the remaining
unstaked ETH will not be in demand. This would cause the price of ETH to fall
regardless of how much is staked.

https://stake.lido.fi/


Zooming out

Staking supply does not automatically grant value
It’s worth noting that staking does not automatically confer value. It’s important that the
circulating supply be valuable and in demand. I looked at the % of each Proof of Stake asset
that had been staked15, and was kind of amused by the results. For instance, consider the fact
that 73% of Cardano is staked. The Cardano blockspace can really only be used to do 2 things:
1) transact with ADA, and 2) stake for yield. It has no smart contracts yet. Without smart
contracts, none of the staking arbitrage I’ve discussed is possible, yet 73% is staked
because...well without smart contracts there honestly isn’t much that you can do with ADA yet.

This, in my view, is what makes Ethereum unique. For staking to accrue value, the
significant demand that is currently present for Ether must remain or grow. If the demand that is
present now with 4% of market cap staked is still there when 40% is staked, the price of Ether
should grow dramatically.

Security Implication: Ethereum is a fortress
If up to 80% of Ether will eventually be staked, the security of the Ethereum network will be
unmatched. If Ethereum and Bitcoin both have a 1T market cap, the value of Bitcoin’s hash
power is about $5B. If 80% of Ethereum is staked, the security of Ethereum at that market cap
will be over $400B. That’s 80x the security of Bitcoin. This also doesn’t account for slashing,
which makes proof of stake security much more efficient than proof of work security.

If my base case pans out and Ethereum becomes a $3-5T asset, it will require more than $1T to
attack the network. Such an attack would seriously risk losing hundreds of billions in slashing
penalties. At this scale, even the largest governments could not seriously mount a direct attack
on the Ethereum network. Geopolitical grade security will only be present in 1 blockchain, and
that will be Ethereum.

Moving the Gas Underground
It’s interesting to think about what this dynamic means for Ethereum in the long run. After Proof
of Stake has merged, sharding is complete, L2s have been developed, and the Ethereum
Blockchain is mature, what does Ether the asset look like?

I think a lot of focus has been on Ethereum as a triple point asset, a concept taken from
Bankless16:

1) Capital Asset - Staking Yield

16 https://newsletter.banklesshq.com/p/ether-a-new-model-for-money
15 https://www.stakingrewards.com/

https://www.stakingrewards.com/


2) Store of Value - Deflationary Monetary Policy
3) Commodity - Used as gas to transact on Ethereum network

In my view, Ethereum as a capital asset is just a temporary step on its maturation as an asset
class. In the long run, the arbitrage of staked ETH against ETH will render staking yield
meaningless compared to reasonable yielding alternatives on DeFi and outside of it. With
staking yields approaching 0, the value of 1 stETH will approach the value of 1ETH.

In such a world, the meme “Ether as gasoline” really starts to look accurate in multiple ways.
First of all, gasoline is consumed, literally burned, in the world as it is used. Ethereum, via
EIP1559 would do the same as ether is burned as gas fees in each transaction.

The second way Ether begins to look like gasoline is that staking, removing Ethereum from
circulating supply, can be viewed as moving the Ether underground. In this way, like oil, the
majority of total supply would be off the market and not involved in determining the price.
Instead, the price of Ether will be entirely determined by the demand for gas to use DeFi
products funneled through the small remaining percent of Ether that remains unstaked.
Ultimately, gas fees represent demand for Ethereum blockspace, the scarce commodity. It
doesn’t surprise me at all that in the endgame, the value of 1 Ether will be determined above all
else by the demand for that scarce secure Layer 1 blockspace to which the Ether lays its claim.


